We describe MUSCLE, a new computer program for creating multiple alignments of protein sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple alignments of protein sequences are important in many applications, including phylogenetic tree estimation, structure prediction and critical residue identi®cation. The most natural formulation of the computational problem is to de®ne a model of sequence evolution that assigns probabilities to elementary sequence edits and seeks a most probable directed graph in which edges represent edits and terminal nodes are the observed sequences. No tractable method for ®nding such a graph is known. A heuristic alternative is to seek a multiple alignment that optimizes the sum of pairs (SP) score, i.e. the sum of pairwise alignment scores. Optimizing the SP score is NP complete (1) and can be achieved by dynamic programming with time and space complexity O(L N ) in the sequence length L and number of sequences N (2). A more popular strategy is the progressive method (3, 4) , which ®rst estimates a tree and then constructs a pairwise alignment of the subtrees found at each internal node. A subtree is represented by its pro®le, a multiple alignment treated as a sequence by regarding each column as an alignable symbol. A variant on this strategy is used by T-Coffee (5), which aligns pro®les by optimizing a score derived from local and global alignments of all pairs of input sequences. Misalignments by progressive methods are sometimes readily apparent ( Fig. 1) , motivating further processing (re®nement). For a recent review of multiple alignment methods, see Notredame (6) . Here we describe MUSCLE (multiple sequence comparison by log-expectation), a new computer program for multiple protein sequence alignment.
MUSCLE ALGORITHM
Here we give an overview of the algorithm; a more detailed discussion is given in Edgar (submitted). Following guide tree construction, the fundamental step is pairwise pro®le alignment, which is used ®rst for progressive alignment and then for re®nement. This is similar to the strategies used by PRRP (7) and MAFFT (8) .
Distance measures and guide tree estimation MUSCLE uses two distance measures for a pair of sequences: a kmer distance (for an unaligned pair) and the Kimura distance (for an aligned pair). A kmer is a contiguous subsequence of length k, also known as a word or k-tuple. Related sequences tend to have more kmers in common than expected by chance. The kmer distance is derived from the fraction of kmers in common in a compressed alphabet, which we have previously shown to correlate well with fractional identity (9) . This measure does not require an alignment, giving a signi®cant speed advantage. Given an aligned pair of sequences, we compute the pairwise identity and convert to an additive distance estimate, applying the Kimura correction for multiple substitutions at a single site (10) . Distance matrices are clustered using UPGMA (11), which we ®nd to give slightly improved results over neighbor-joining (12) , despite the expectation that neighbor-joining will give a more reliable estimate of the evolutionary tree. This can be explained by assuming that in progressive alignment, the best accuracy is obtained at each node by aligning the two pro®les that have fewest differences, even if they are not evolutionary neighbors.
Pro®le alignment
In order to apply pairwise alignment to pro®les, a scoring function must be de®ned on an aligned pair of pro®le positions, i.e. a pair of multiple alignment columns [see, for example Edgar and Sjolander (13) ]. Let i and j be amino acid *Email: bob@drive5.com types, p i the background probability of i, p ij the joint probability of i and j being aligned to each other, f x i the observed frequency of i in column x of the ®rst pro®le, and f x G the observed frequency of gaps in that column at position x in the family (similarly for position y in the second pro®le). The estimated probability a x i of observing amino acid i in position x can be derived from f x , typically by adding heuristic pseudocounts or by using Bayesian methods such as Dirichlet mixture priors (14) . MUSCLE uses a new pro®le function we call the log-expectation (LE) score:
This is a modi®ed version of the log-average function (15) :
MUSCLE uses probabilities p i and p ij derived from the 240 PAM VTML matrix (16) . Frequencies f i are normalized to sum to 1 when indels are present (otherwise the logarithm becomes increasingly negative with increasing numbers of gaps even when aligning conserved or similar residues). The factor (1 ± f G ) is the occupancy of a column, introduced to encourage more highly occupied columns to align. Positionspeci®c gap penalties are used, employing heuristics similar to those found in MAFFT and LAGAN (17) .
Algorithm
The high-level¯ow is depicted in Figure 2 .
Stage 1, Draft progressive. The goal of the ®rst stage is to produce a multiple alignment, emphasizing speed over accuracy. 1.1 The kmer distance is computed for each pair of input sequences, giving distance matrix D1.
1.2 Matrix D1 is clustered by UPGMA, producing binary tree TREE1.
1.3 A progressive alignment is constructed by following the branching order of TREE1. At each leaf, a pro®le is constructed from an input sequence. Nodes in the tree are visited in pre®x order (children before their parent). At each internal node, a pairwise alignment is constructed of the two child pro®les, giving a new pro®le which is assigned to that node. This produces a multiple alignment of all input sequences, MSA1, at the root.
Stage 2, Improved progressive. The main source of error in the draft progressive stage is the approximate kmer distance measure, which results in a suboptimal tree. MUSCLE therefore re-estimates the tree using the Kimura distance, which is more accurate but requires an alignment.
2.1 The Kimura distance for each pair of input sequences is computed from MSA1, giving distance matrix D2.
2.2 Matrix D2 is clustered by UPGMA, producing binary tree TREE2.
2.3 A progressive alignment is produced following TREE2 (similar to 1.3), producing multiple alignment MSA2. This is optimized by computing alignments only for subtrees whose branching orders changed relative to TREE1.
Stage 3, Re®nement.
3.1 An edge is chosen from TREE2 (edges are visited in order of decreasing distance from the root).
3.2 TREE2 is divided into two subtrees by deleting the edge. The pro®le of the multiple alignment in each subtree is computed.
3.3 A new multiple alignment is produced by re-aligning the two pro®les.
3.4 If the SP score is improved, the new alignment is kept, otherwise it is discarded.
Steps 3.1±3.4 are repeated until convergence or until a userde®ned limit is reached. This is a variant of tree-dependent restricted partitioning (18) .
Complete multiple alignments are available at steps 1.3, 2.3 and 3.4, at which points the algorithm may be terminated. We refer to the ®rst two stages alone as MUSCLE-p, which produces MSA2. MUSCLE-p has time complexity O(N 2 L + NL 2 ) and space complexity O(N 2 + NL + L 2 ). Re®nement adds an O(N 3 L) term to the time complexity. (44) were aligned by the progressive method T-Coffee (above), and by MUSCLE (below). The N-terminal region of a subset of ®ve sequences is shown. The highlighted columns (upper case) are conserved within this family but are misaligned by T-Coffee. It should be noted that T-Coffee aligns these motifs correctly when given these ®ve sequences alone; the problem arises in the context of the other sequences. Complete alignments are available at http://www.drive5.com/muscle.
ASSESSMENT
We assessed the performance of MUSCLE on four sets of reference alignments: BAliBASE (19, 20) , SABmark (21), SMART (22±24) and a new benchmark, PREFAB. We compared these with four other methods: CLUSTALW (25) , probably the most widely used program at the time of writing; T-Coffee, which has the best BAliBASE score reported to date; and two MAFFT scripts: FFTNS1, the fastest previously published method known to the author (in which diagonal ®nding by fast Fourier transform is enabled and a progressive alignment constructed), and NWNSI, the slowest but most accurate of the MAFFT methods (in which fast Fourier transform is disabled and re®nement is enabled). Tested versions were MUSCLE 3.2, CLUSTALW 1.82, T-Coffee 1.37 and MAFFT 3.82. We also evaluated MUSCLE-p, in which the re®nement stage is omitted. We also tried Align-m 1.0 (21), but found in many cases that the program either aborted or was impractically slow on the larger alignments found in SMART and PREFAB.
BAliBASE. We used version 2 of the BAliBASE benchmark, reference sets Ref 1±Ref 5. Other reference sets contain repeats, inversions and transmembrane helices, for which none of the tested algorithms is designed.
SABmark. We used version 1.63 of the SABmark reference alignments, which consists of two subsets: Superfamily and Twilight. All sequences have known structure. The Twilight set contains 1994 domains from the Astral database (26) with pairwise sequence similarity e-values`1, divided into 236 folds according to the SCOP classi®cation (27) . The Superfamily set contains sequences of pairwise identitỳ 50%, divided into 462 SCOP superfamilies. Each pair of structures was aligned with two structural aligners: SOFI (28) and CE (29) , producing a sequence alignment from the consensus in which only high-con®dence regions are retained. Input sets range from three to 25 sequences, with an average of eight and an average sequence length of 179.
SMART. SMART contains multiple alignments re®ned by experts, focusing primarily on signaling domains. While structures were considered where known, sequence methods were also used to aid construction of the database, so SMART is not suitable as a de®nitive benchmark. However, conventional wisdom [e.g. Fischer et al. (30) ] holds that machineassisted experts can produce superior alignments to automated methods, so performance on this set is of interest for comparison. We used a version of SMART downloaded in July 2000, before the ®rst version of MUSCLE was made available; eliminating the possibility that MUSCLE was used to aid construction. We discarded alignments of more than 100 sequences in order to make the test tractable for T-Coffee, leaving 267 alignments averaging 31 sequences of length 175.
PREFAB. The methods used to create databases such as BAliBASE and SMART are time-consuming and demand signi®cant expertise, making a fully automated protocol desirable. Perhaps the most obvious approach is to generate sequence alignments from automated alignments of multiple structures, but this is fraught with dif®culties; see for example Eidhammer et al. (31) . With this in mind, we constructed a new test set, PREFAB (protein reference alignment benchmark) which exploits methodology (21, 32, 33) , test data (13, 34, 35) and statistical methods (19) that have previously been applied to alignment accuracy assessment. The protocol is as follows. Two proteins are aligned by a structural method that does not incorporate sequence similarity. Each sequence is used to query a database, from which high-scoring hits are collected. The queries and their hits are combined and aligned by a multiple sequence method. Accuracy is assessed on the original pair alone, by comparison with their structural alignment. Three test sets selected from the FSSP database (36) were used as described in Sadreyev and Grishin (34) (data kindly provided by Ruslan Sadreyev), and Edgar and Sjolander (13, 35) , which we call SG, PP1 and PP2, respectively. These three sets vary mainly in their selection criteria. PP1 and PP2 contain pairs with sequence identity`30%. PP1 was designed to select pairs that have high structural similarity, requiring a z-score of b15 and a root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of`2.5 A Ê . PP2 selected more diverged pairs with a z-score of b8 and`12, and an r.m.s.d. of`3.5 A Ê . SG contains pairs sampled from three ranges of sequence identity: 0±15, 15±30 and 30±97%, with no z-score or r.m.s.d. limits. We re-aligned each pair of structures using the CE aligner (29) , and retained only those pairs for which FSSP and CE agreed on 50 or more positions. This was designed to minimize questionable and ambiguous structural alignments as done in SABmark and MaxBench (33) . We used the fullchain sequence of each structure to make a PSI-BLAST (37,38) search of the NCBI non-redundant protein sequence database (39), keeping locally aligned regions of hits with e-values below 0.01. Hits were ®ltered to 80% maximum identity (including the query), and 24 selected at random. Finally, each pair of structures and their remaining hits were combined to make sets of`50 sequences. The limit of 50 was arbitrarily chosen to make the test tractable on a desktop computer for some of the more resource-intensive methods, in particular T-Coffee (which needed 10 CPU days, as noted in Table 4 ). The ®nal set, PREFAB version 3.0, has 1932 alignments averaging 49 sequences of length 240, of which 178 positions in the structure pair are found in the consensus of FSSP and CE.
Accuracy measurement
We used three accuracy measures: Q, TC and APDB. Q (quality) is the number of correctly aligned residue pairs divided by the number of residue pairs in the reference alignment. This has previously been termed the developer score (32) and SPS (40) . TC (total column score) is the number of correctly aligned columns divided by the number of columns in the reference alignment; this is Thompson et al.'s CS and is equivalent to Q in the case of two sequences (as in PREFAB). APDB (41) is derived from structures alone; no reference alignment of the sequences or structures is needed. For BAliBASE, we use Q and TC, measured only on core blocks as annotated in the database. For PREFAB, we use Q, including only those positions on which CE and FSSP agree, and also APDB. For SMART, we use Q and TC computed for all columns. For SABmark, we average the Q score over each pair of sequences. TC score is not applicable to SABmark as the reference alignments are pairwise.
Statistical analysis
Following Thompson et al. (19) , statistical signi®cance is measured by a Friedman rank test (42) , which is more conservative than the Wilcoxon test that has also been used for alignment accuracy discrimination (5, 7, 8) as fewer assumptions are made about the population distribution. In particular, the Wilcoxon test assumes a symmetrical difference between two methods, but in practice we sometimes observe a signi®cant skew. PREFAB and SABmark use automated structure alignment methods, which sometimes produce questionable results. Many low-quality regions are eliminated by taking the consensus between two independent aligners, but some may remain. In PREFAB, assessment of a multiple alignment is made on a single pair of sequences, which may be more or less accurately aligned than the average over all pairs. In SABmark, the upper bound on Q is less than 1 to a varying degree because the pairwise reference alignments may not be mutually consistent. These effects can be viewed as introducing noise into the experiment, and a single accuracy measurement may be subject to error. However, as the structural aligners do not use primary sequence, these errors are unbiased with respect to sequence methods. A difference in accuracy between two sequence alignment methods can therefore be established by the Friedman test, and the measured difference in average accuracy will be approximately correct when measured over a suf®cient number of samples. Tables 1±7;  rankings and statistical signi®cance on PREFAB and BAliBASE for all pairs of methods are given in Table 8 . On all test sets and quality measures, MUSCLE achieves the highest ranking (in some cases jointly with other methods due to lack of statistical signi®cance), and MUSCLE-p is statistically indistinguishable from T-Coffee and NWNSI. MUSCLE achieves the highest BAliBASE score reported to date, but the improvement of 1.6% in Q and 2.2% in TC over T-Coffee has low signi®cance (P = 0.15). A similar result is found on SABmark, where MUSCLE achieves a 1.5% improvement over T-Coffee in Q with P = 0.14. The Q score on PREFAB is best able to distinguish between methods, giving statistically signi®cant rankings to MUSCLE > MUSCLE-p, MUSCLE > T-Coffee, MUSCLE > NWNSI and MUSCLE-p > NWNSI. SMART also ranks MUSCLE highest. SMART cannot be considered de®nitive due to the use of sequence methods in construction of the database, although any bias from this source is likely to favor methods that were available to the SMART developers (i.e. to be against MUSCLE). The SMART results could be interpreted Average Q and TC scores for each method on BAliBASE are shown, together with the total CPU time in seconds. Align-m aborted on two alignments; average scores on the remainder were Q = 0.852 and TC = 0.670, requiring 2202 s. The average Q score for each method on each BAliBASE subset is shown. Ref1 is the largest subset with 81 test sets, comprising almost 60% of the database. Other subsets are smaller. For example, Ref4 and Ref5 have 12 alignments each, and there are large variances in the individual scores from which the averages are computed. In our opinion, it is not possible to draw meaningful conclusions about the relative performance of different methods on these subsets. The average TC score for each method on each BAliBASE subset is shown. The average Q score for each method over all PREFAB alignments (All), and the total CPU time in seconds are given. The remaining columns show average Q scores on subsets in which the structure pairs fall within the given pairwise identity ranges. Note that T-Coffee required 10 CPU days to complete the test, compared with <5 h for MUSCLE and~30 min for MUSCLE-p.
RESULTS

Quality scores and CPU times are summarized in
as suggesting that MUSCLE alignments are more consistent with re®nements made by human experts. The APDB score appears to be relatively insensitive, showing no signi®cant improvement due to the re®nement stage of MUSCLE (similarly for MAFFT; not shown), and is not able to distinguish between the four highest scoring methods. We speculate that the scatter observed in the correlation between APDB and more conventional measures such as TC (40) injects suf®cient noise to obscure meaningful differences in accuracy that can be resolved using Q. The average APDB score of each method on the PREFAB reference alignments is given. There is no statistically signi®cant difference between the four best methods. The top four are signi®cantly better than FFTNS1 (MUSCLE-p > FFTNS1 with P = 0.009), and FFTNS1 is signi®cantly better than CLUSTALW (P = 3 Q 10 ±5 ). All gives the average Q score over all SABmark alignments, Superfamily and Twilight are average Q scores on the two subsets. These are computed ®rst by averaging Q for each pair in a single multiple alignment, then averaging over multiple alignments. This corrects for the lack of independence between pairs in a given multiple alignment. Align-m aborted in nine cases; quoted averages for this program are for completed alignments. Selected P-values are: MUSCLE > T-Coffee P = 0.14, MUSCLE > MUSCLE-p P = 4Q10 ±5 , MUSCLE > NWNSI P = 6 Q 10 ±6 , MUSCLE-p > NWNSI P = 0.03, T-Coffee > MUSCLE-p P = 0.1, T-Coffee > Align-m P < 10 ±10 . The average Q and TC accuracy scores over the 267 reference alignments in SMART that have no more than 100 sequences are given. The last column is the P-value of the difference between the method in a row and the method in the next row, measured on the Q score. The P-value for MUSCLE > T-Coffee is 0.0004 on Q and 0.01 on TC; the P-value for NSI > T-Coffee is 0.19 on Q and 0.0002 on TC. The difference between MUSCLE and NWNSI is only weakly signi®cant on the Q score (P = 0.07) and is not signi®cant on the TC score (P = 0.3). Each entry in the table contains the P-value assigned by a Friedman rank test to the difference between a pair of methods. The upper-right corner of the matrix is obtained from Q scores on BAliBASE, the lower-left corner from Q scores on PREFAB. If the method to the left is ranked higher than the method above, the P-value is preceded by +. If the method to the left is ranked lower, the P-value is preceded by ±. If the P-value is >0.05, the difference is not considered signi®cant and is shown in parentheses. So, for example, MUSCLE ranks higher than T-Coffee on PREFAB with P = 0.0002 and MUSCLE-p higher than CLUSTALW on BAliBASE with P = 0.02.
average accuracy statistically indistinguishable from T-Coffee and the most accurate MAFFT script, is the fastest algorithm known to the author for large numbers of sequences, able to align 5000 sequences of average length 350 in 7 min on a current desktop computer. The MUSCLE software, source code and test data are freely available at: http://www.drive5. com/muscle.
